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It’s a testament to their resiliency
and innovation and good, oldfashioned hard work.
This business toughness and
invention means companies of all
shapes and sizes and sectors have
found a way to continue to serve
their customers in a game where
the goal posts are ever-changing.

Those services encompass
civil, geotechnical, structural
and mechanical engineering;
environmental assessments;
landscape ecology; environmental
remediation; geomatics and
data management; planning;
landscape architecture;
urban design; forestry; land
development; development
servicing; project management;
and marketing.
Other big companies profiled
include Kot Automotive Group,
Rogers, FortisBC, Associa British
Columbia and Okanagan college.
But for every big business, there
are many small businesses,
the type of enterprises that are
owner-operated or started by an
entrepreneur who continues to
work the business with a small
staff.

This magazine spotlights that
success with its title -- Faces of
Kelowna -- and corresponding
theme.

Those examples are also plentiful
in this magazine -- from Strut
Footwear, Hero Security and
Canine Campus to Kelowna
Software, Lakeshore Vein &
Aesthetics and Honce Dental
Centre.

Each of the 31 ‘faces’ is from a
different business genre and
exemplifies what it takes to be
successful in their field.

Read on to find out what makes
these bullish businesses and
businesspeople the Faces of
Kelowna.

For example, coverboy Kelly
Sherman is the president and CEO
of Ecora Engineering & Resource
Group, a company that’s involved
in almost every development
project in the Okanagan in some
capacity because of the vast array
of quality services it offers.

Steve MacNaull
Editor and journalist,
NowMedia Group
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Margaret Valley Landscaping
SAMANTHA ULASY

S

amantha Ulasy loves the
element of surprise.

“The first time I come to
clients’ yards, most people are
surprised when I tell them, yes,
this petite, blonde girl in the
hot-pink shirt is the owner,
because landscaping is such a
male-dominated industry,” says
Samantha with a laugh.
“But what’s great is that I bring
a lot more creativity, colour and
personal touches that represent
the client and their lifestyle.”
Samantha is the owner of
Margaret Valley Landscaping
and her mission is to create and
maintain your dream garden.
“The ideal is that me and my
crew maintain the gardens that
we’ve designed and planted for
you, be it modern or traditional
English garden, Mediterranean,
Nordic or desert cactus,” says
Samantha.
By the way, Margaret Valley
Landscaping is named after
Samantha’s late grandmother
and the business is a tribute to
her love of plants and beautiful
surroundings.
“Landscaping is just as
important as decorating the
inside of your home,” says
Samantha.

“After all, it’s the first thing
people see when they come to
your home. It’s an extension of
your living space and it keeps
you grounded while nurturing
your mental health.”
Samantha loves to create
seasonal displays for her highend clients.
It gets them excited to enter
into the next season while
being creative and makes a nice
change from working in the
gardens.
Samantha has 13,300
followers her Margaret Valley
Landscaping Instagram account
and is turning that into an
online consulting business.
For instance, she just designed
gardens for a woman in
Brisbane, Australia.
Samantha’s social media savvy
has also connected her to
interior designer and influencer
Jillian Harris, ET Canada host
Cheryl Hickey and The Birds
Papaya influencer Sarah Laundy
for landscaping and front porch
display projects.
Follow Margaret Valley’s journey
and garden inspiration on
Instagram and Facebook.
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THE FACE OF REAL ESTATE

“...If we had to say what our speciality is, it would definitely be
working with investors and helping people build and grow passive
income and financial freedom.”

TJ & STEPH Real
Estate Group
he lives of TJ & STEPH
Real Estate Group are so
intertwined that sometimes
Steph jokes that she has
two husbands -- her work
husband and her real
husband.
In all seriousness though,
when asked about their
professional partnership,
the duo says they’ve hit
the jackpot.
“We met when we were both
working at the same small
boutique brokerage,”
explains TJ.
“As high volume agents it was
a challenge to give our all to
our clients and still have time
for ourselves so we started to
lean on each other. I would
watch Steph’s business when
she was away and she would
cover for me when I needed
time off, and organically, a
partnership started to form.”
Adds Steph: “We were
constantly having each other’s
clients tell us how similar we
are and how they can see
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why we are partners so we
thought: Hey, maybe it’s time
to make this partnership
official. So, in October 2020 we
branched out on our own with
the creation of TJ & Steph Real
Estate Group, within the Royal
LePage Kelowna Brokerage,
and haven’t looked
back since.”
What makes these two
amigos different, among
many things, is their ability to
interchangeably act as one
person.
Clients get the benefit of
always having a highly skilled
agent they know and trust,
available and in their corner.
“Yup, the whole experience
has been better than we ever
could have imagined,”
boasts TJ.
“Although we’re very similar,
we also have different
strengths. I’m more of the
big picture guy, focusing on
the finish line and Steph is
highly detail oriented making
sure we stay on track and no
details are missed.”

Steph actually started selling real
estate at age 19 in Calgary, but she
missed the sunny Okanagan and
soon returned to Kelowna to rebuild her career here.
TJ & Steph both come from
highly competitive team sport
backgrounds.
Steph played Team BC soccer in
high school and TJ played Junior
A hockey for the Vernon Vipers
before accepting a scholarship
and carrying on to play NCAA at
Bentley University in Boston.

TJ DUMONCEAUX AND STEPHANIE OSTASH

T

full circle as a real estate agent
until 2019.

On top of that, TJ & Steph have
a firm ‘client first’ mentality,
as they use a systematic
approach to help buyers and
sellers have great success, in
any type of market.

“I think this is one of the many
reasons we work so well together,”
says TJ.
“We both love to be part of a
winning team and understand
that in order to achieve success,
everyone has to do their part.”

There’s a reason TJ & Steph are
two of the top rated Agents in
all of Kelowna and even snuck
into the top 10 in Canada for
2020. (Source: Rate-My-Agent.com)

Steph laughs and adds: “Yeah, not
gonna lie, it’s not uncommon to
find us at the office fist pumping
to our favourite slogan, ‘Teamwork
makes the dream work’.”

“Although we love all things
real estate, if we had to say
what our speciality is, it
would definitely be working
with investors and helping
people build and grow
passive income and financial
freedom,” says TJ.

That intensity sees them each up
at 4:30 A.M. so they can get to the
gym for a ‘miracle morning’ before
arriving at work, raring to go.
When the work pair is taking
a break from business for a
little fun together they still
keep the adrenaline pumping
with activities such as downhill
mountain biking.

With that being said, they
practice what they preach,
and are both avid real estate
investors with robust portfolios
of their own.
Born and raised in Kelowna,
with a father who was always
buying, renovating, and
selling, TJ developed an
interest in real estate at a
young age, but didn’t come

The next bucket list item they plan
to do together is solo skydiving.
“Life is for living,” says TJ as he
throws Steph a high five.

FACES OF KELOWNA
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SHIFT Rehab Services
ALICIA KEIM

A

licia has always been very
active, participating in many
sports, enjoying anything
outdoors and adventuring
throughout her life.
It, naturally, led her to pursue a
career in kinesiology.
She is defined as a human
movement specialist, but her
credentials, knowledge, and
experience go far beyond her title.
Predominantly, Alicia helps people
recover from catastrophic motor
vehicle accidents.
She also has extensive training in
cognitive rehabilitation, geriatric
care, chronic disease and mental
health disorders.
She includes her clients in their
own treatment plan, incorporating
personal goals, likes/dislikes, and
personalities, while providing
options for treatment.
“Not everybody enjoys the gym,”
said Alicia, owner of SHIFT Rehab
Services.
“It is my job to engage clients in
their interests, while enhancing
the whole rehabilitation
experience to continue on and live
an active healthy lifestyle”.
Alicia was in a motor vehicle
accident in 2013 where she was
rear-ended by a vehicle going
highway speed.
“My own personal experience
being in a motor vehicle accident
has been the most invaluable
experience of my career,” she said.

THE FACE OF RECOVERY
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“It has changed the way I practice.
I have a deep sense of empathy
and compassion that my clients
can relate to. They see me now
and it gives them hope and
motivation to see the future of
their own recovery”.
Alicia started SHIFT Rehab
Services after moving to the
Okanagan in 2018.

SHIFT’s mission is to make rehab
services accessible to all.
This means seeing clients in their
homes, in a community setting,
outdoors or via TeleHealth. Her
reach is far beyond the Okanagan,
for example, she has clients as far
north as Tumbler Ridge.
Her goal is to service not only
Kelowna or the surrounding
regions, but areas that are underserviced or where rehab services
are not available.
Alicia’s outlook to expand rehab
services stemmed from her
father’s work-related accident
when she was young.
“Rehabilitation had not evolved to
what it is today,” she said.
“My dad didn’t have access to
rehab services and if he had, he
may have had a different outcome
rather than the multiple surgeries
and chronic pain he’s suffered
throughout his life.”

and provides them with the ‘tools’
to utilize in their daily lives and for
continued care.
“I treat the individual sitting right
in front of me. No two people or
circumstances are exactly the
same,” she summed up.
In Alicia’s spare time, you will
find her enjoying everything the
Okanagan has to offer, usually
with her adventure buddy, Izzy
the Golden Retriever (also the
unofficial SHIFT Mascot).

“I treat the individual
sitting right in front of
me. No two people or
circumstances are exactly
the same.”

The roadmap to recovery is not
unilateral, it is a multi-faceted
approach with numerous
rehabilitation professions working
together.
Kinesiology facilitates movement
to achieve greater functional
capacity, independence and pain
management.
Alicia’s energetic demeanor,
authenticity and approachability
enhances each client relationship,
which translates to greater client
engagement and success.
She believes education is a
large component of a successful
rehabilitation program.
She not only makes people
move, but teaches them about
their injuries, independent injury
management strategies, stress
reduction, coping mechanisms,
FACES OF KELOWNA
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THE FACE OF COLLISION REPAIR

“We’re helping people who’ve had the terrible experience of a car crash and our
goal is making the repair process enjoyable.”

Prestige Collision & Glass
TODD AND MARK REGIER

T

he Regier brothers have an
incredible team of miracle
workers.
Todd and Mark, who own and
operate award-winning Prestige
Collision & Glass, are in the
business of trying to transform the
traumatic to the calm.
“We’re helping people who’ve had
the terrible experience of a car
crash and our goal is making the
repair process enjoyable,”
says Todd.
“We joke with customers that
we hope we don’t have to see
them again. It’s all about being
passionate about people and
business.”
When the brothers launched
Prestige Collision in 2003, Todd
was a 24-year-old collision
technician and painter working
at a small shop that was winding
down and Mark, 22, was still taking
business at Okanagan College.
They decided to “just go for it”,
took over the lease and Prestige
Collision & Glass was born.
“Really, we were just kids,”
says Todd.
“But right away we tried to set
Prestige apart by setting a goal

of higher standard of quality and
meeting customer needs, we
slowly grew and gained market
share…and there are a lot of other
collision shops in Kelowna.”
As a result, they’ve been able to
build incredible teams focussed
on the customer’s journey and
delivering remarkable results, their
customers implicitly trust that
Prestige will deliver exceptional
work and service.
That credibility spurs lots of
positive word of mouth and
repeat business.
Eighteen years in, Prestige
Collision & Glass continues to
be a hit, both personally and
professionally.
“This is the only way we know how
to be in business because Mark is
the only business partner I’ve ever
had and vice versa,” says Todd.
“We’re still here and we’ve
managed to get through the
good and the bad, so I’d say we’re
sharing our success pretty well.”
Todd, who’s the older brother by
two years, spends more time in
systems and operations and Mark
leans to finance and growth.

“Birth order doesn’t come into it
at all,” says Todd with a laugh.
“We each have our own area of
expertise and a healthy respect
for what the other does as a result.
But there’s also lots of crossover
that we work well on together,
too.”
Prestige aligned itself early with
car manufactures resulting in the
owners of Tesla, Ford, MercedesBenz, Lexus and a host of other
vehicles choosing Prestige as a
preferred shop.
In 2009, the brothers won ‘young
entrepreneurs of the year’ at the
Kelowna Chamber of Commerce’s
Business Excellence Awards.
Two years ago, Prestige Collision
took its expertise and excellence
to Vernon by opening a second
location there, and is now on the
hunt for a prime third location.
While Prestige is extremely
important to both brothers, work
is not their entire life.
“We’re both raising young families
with our wives. Mark is big into
squash and after growing up
riding, we’re both still avid
off-road dirt bikers and sponsor
the Okanagan Trail Riders
Association.”
FACES OF KELOWNA
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Ecora
Engineering &
Resource Group
KELLY SHERMAN
“...Teamwork is what drives the
company. When the team is happy and
collaborative and productive, we serve
our valued clients better.”

E

cora Engineering & Resource
Group’s stunning new
headquarters is a reflection of its
people-first mantra.
“It’s designed to be a place where
our team members can be the
best version of themselves,” says
Ecora President and CEO Kelly
Sherman.
“After all, teamwork is what drives
the company. When the team
is happy and collaborative and
productive, we serve our valued
clients better.”
Ecora recently moved from two
locations in downtown Kelowna to
occupy a mid-town office building
at 2045 Enterprise Way.
The space has been renovated
into bright and airy open expanses
with pods of adjustable, standup, sit-down desks, collaboration
and community zones, breakout
spaces, private booths and rooms
for phone calls and meetings, a
funky kitchen, games room and
a boardroom with a conference
table that turns into a ping-pong
table.
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“Forty percent of productivity
is discretionary,” states Kelly.
“So, we’ve created a cool
place to be where our team
members come first. Team
members thrive when their
unique talents are leveraged.
Ecora has core values of
People, Environment,
Relationship, and
Community (PERC), which
creates a culture where team
members align and flourish.”
Throughout the office,
Indigenous art abounds,
a nod to 30% of Ecora’s
projects being for Indigenous
groups seeking support
with land management,
environmental services, and
development projects.
Ecora recently adopted its
own action plan under the
United Nations Declaration
on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples.
Entrepreneur, lawyer and
former Westbank First
Nation Chief Robert Louie
has also joined the Ecora
board as an independent
director.
Kelsey McLeod is Ecora’s First
Nations client manager and
has also just become the
Kelowna branch manager.
One of the biggest projects
Ecora is involved with is the
under-planning Opus Master
Plan adjacent to Robert
Louie’s Indigenous World
Winery in West Kelowna.
It’s a $500-million
development of Ohkw:ri
Medical Destination, hotel,
condominiums and rental
apartments, commercial and
retail space.

Some of the other cool projects
Ecora is involved with include
another Indigenous masterplanned community called
Thunderwood Estates on East
Boundary Road in West Kelowna,
Nk’Mip Corner master plan for the
Osoyoos Indian Band, refurbishing
flood damaged homes and
moving them to a new subdivision
in Grand Forks and numerous
BC Hydro and Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure
initiatives.
Ecora has a diverse, talented
team of 200 who excel in civil,
geotechnical, hydrotechnical,
structural and mechanical
engineering; environmental
assessments; landscape
ecology; environmental
remediation; geomatics and
data management; landscape
architecture; forestry, legal land
survey, development servicing,
project management and
marketing.
“We’ve moved to accounts-based
marketing so we can service our
core clients better with more
services, rather than more clients
with fewer services,” says Kelly.
Thus said, with such an array of
professionals and services in the
Okanagan, Ecora is involved in
almost every development and
infrastructure improvement
project in the Valley in some
capacity.
This is a reflection of all the
exceptional people working with
the Ecora team.

THE FACE OF ENGINEERING
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NICOLE LONGSTAFF

M

odern Method
Collective Health is
Longstaff’s exciting, new
chapter.
“I’ve been working toward
this for a long time,” says
Nicole.

“I’m in awe each time it happens.”
Acupuncture can be used to treat
a wide variety of ailments and
Nicole likes to focus her practice
in two main ways -- pain relief
from an acute injury or chronic
condition and in the treatment of
skin conditions.

“I’ve always wanted to
expand my Acupuncture
practice and open my
own clinic and Modern
Method Collective Health
does that. It also describes
the way I practice -with collaboration and
combining Chinese
Medicine that is thousands
of years old with Western
medicine to treat my
patients in the most
cohesive way.”

“It does take a series of treatments
to see optimal results, but often
patients can start to see a change
after just one treatment,” says
Nicole.

The collective, located
in the exciting-and-new
Powerhouse development
at 810 Clement Ave., has
six treatment rooms and
will include practitioners
such as a Naturopathic
Doctor, Osteopathic
Practitioner and Registered
Massage Therapists for a
contemporary, collaborative
approach to wellness.

For skin conditions, Nicole treats
what’s going on both inside and
outside the body.

“I see amazing changes in
clients using acupuncture
and Chinese medicine,” says
Nicole.
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“No one ever says ‘I like needles’
and some may even be terrified of
them, but they seek acupuncture
because they get results. And the
needles really are small and thin
and over time people look forward
to treatment and the sensations
that come with it.”

She uses acupuncture all over
the body to address hormone
and digestion issues that may
be a contributing factor and also
inserts needles on the face to treat
the skin on the surface.
Topical product application and
LED light therapy from modern
medicine are included in the
treatment to amplify results.
In addition, Nicole may
also recommend seeing a

Naturopathic Doctor to further
investigate internal issues.
This combination offers a wellrounded treatment plan for an
optimal outcome.
Nicole was born and raised in
Victoria and was going to school
to be a Registered Dietitian when
she decided it wasn’t for her.
“I knew I wanted to do something
in the health field, but didn’t want
it to be a doctor or nurse,” she
remembers.
“I found Acupuncture and Chinese
Medicine fascinating, so I studied
it at Pacific Rim College (in
Victoria).”

THE FACE OF ACUPUNCTURE AND WELLNESS

Modern Method
Collective Health

Nicole first practiced in Vancouver
for seven years and then moved
to Kelowna three years ago for the
smaller city, recreational vibe.
“I was definitely drawn here,” she
said.
“Me and my partner, Cam, love to
snowboard in the winter (though
she claims to snowboard quite
poorly) and spend as much time
as possible at his family’s cabin on
the lake in the summer with our
fur baby, Bobo.”

FACES OF KELOWNA
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THE FACE OF OPTOMETRY

Glenmore Optometry,
Kelowna Dry Eye Centre
DR. DARREN HATCHARD AND DR. IGNACIO SALVATI

A

comprehensive eye
exam using the latest
technology? A fashionable
pair of frames and
lenses? Of course, you can
find these at Glenmore
Optometry, in the heart of
Glenmore. But the practice
has also invested heavily in
the latest equipment and
technology that makes it
stand out in the diagnosis,
management and
treatment of dry eye and
glaucoma.
“You don’t have to suffer
with dry eye anymore,” says
Dr. Darren Hatchard. “It’s so
rewarding to be able to help
patients who have suffered
from dry eye for years
before coming to see us.”
Dry eye occurs when the
eye does not produce
enough tears to keep eyes
moist or, when the tears
which are produced are
not of the right chemical
composition.
There are a variety of causes
of dry eye. Sometimes it is
due to simply not blinking
enough or having too much
screen time and/or drinking
insufficient water. “That’s
why consciously blinking
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more and drinking more water
is often the best place to start to
help alleviate dry eye” says Dr.
Hatchard.
Mild cases of dry eye can normally
be improved by taking daily
omega 3-6-9 supplements
in liquid form and applying
prescription eye drops to produce
more tears.
Moderate dry eye can be caused
by blocked oil glands in the eyelid.
In many cases, light pulse or radio
frequency therapy can be used to
treat and clear the glands.
Dr. Hatchard has been using this
new technology over the last few
months with incredible results.
In other severe cases of dry eye,
Lipiflow technology can be used to
heat the glands from behind the
eye to clear them.
A treatment plan will often
involve a combination of different
treatments.
Dry eye can also be a side effect
of autoimmune disease. “The
eyes often reveal illnesses which
is why it’s so important to have
routine eye exams to help identify
anything from neurological
disease, Alzheimer’s and diabetes”
says Dr. Hatchard.

Dr. Ignacio Salvati has a special
interest in diagnosing and treating
glaucoma.
“There’s also a very large medical
side to the work we do which
patients are often unaware of
until they come to see us,” Dr.
Salvati says. “During every eye
examination, we check vision
and the health of the eye. Since
glaucoma has no warning
symptoms, it’s essential to
determine early if you are at risk
of glaucoma.” At risk patients can
be prescribed eye drops to reduce
pressure on the eyeball and
prevent optic nerve damage.
Dr. Hatchard, Dr. Salvati and their
team at Glenmore Optometry,
Kelowna Dry Eye Centre are
passionate about what they do
and proud to be able to offer the
very latest technology available to
their patients.

“The eyes often reveal
illnesses which is
why it’s so important
to have routine
eye exams to help
identify anything from
neurological disease,
Alzheimer’s and
diabetes.”

FACES OF KELOWNA
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Rex McNally, Partner and COO,
feels: “Everyday Canadians,
who live, work and play in the
communities these technology
companies are starting, growing
and flourishing, should be
riding the wave and reaping the
rewards.”

MAVAN Capital
Partners
LAINE AND JORDANNA NEVISON
AND REX MCNALLY

M

AVAN Capital Partners isn’t
your traditional investment
firm.
They do things a little differently,
to say the least.
The company was founded on the
premise of bridging the gap for
everyday Canadians.
Laine Nevison, founder and CEO,
felt every individual should have
an ability to participate in highly
sought after technology dealflow,
without the traditional barriers to
entry.
For as long as we can remember,
the big VCs (venture capitalists)
have been soaking up the great
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THE FACE OF INVESTING

“Everyday Canadians, who live, work and
play in the communities these technology
companies are starting, growing and
flourishing, should be riding the wave and
reaping the rewards.”

In the last year alone, Vancouver
has seen the growth of 10
unicorns, which by definition are
companies with valuations over $1
billion.

deals and leaving the rest of us
to look elsewhere for investment
returns.
Times are changing.
MAVAN provides investment
opportunities through a number
of unique structures.
The first is its Tech Opportunity
Fund, which invests in Canadian
growth-stage tech companies.
The second is The MAVAN
Backyard Venture Funds, which
are exclusive to BC residents and
are mandated to invest in early
stage BC tech companies, while
providing investors with a 30% tax
credit.
On top of this tax credit, it provides
potential for above average
returns.

Cities like Montreal, Toronto,
Calgary, Edmonton are not far
behind.
These are opportunities that
were funded in the early stages,
right here in our communities,
by friends and families of the
founders and teams growing
these companies as well as early
stage angel investors.
MAVAN brings their network,
knowledge and discipline into
vetting some of the best deals in
the country to their investor base
-- the everyday Canadian.
As a society we have never been
more reliant on technology and
tech is the fastest growing asset
class there is.
Are you invested?

If it’s a specific opportunity you are
looking for, MAVAN also provides
unique one-offs called Special
Purpose Vehicles.
The Canadian technology sector is
booming and MAVAN is poised to
take full advantage.
FACES OF KELOWNA
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THE FACE OF HEARING

Lakeside Hearing Clinic
DR. NICHOLE SORENSEN

D

r. Sorensen has been
practicing audiology in the
Okanagan since 1999.
In 2014, she developed Lakeside
Hearing Clinic because she
wanted to provide the residents
of the Interior a full diagnostic
audiology facility.
Lakeside Hearing is the only local
and independent hearing clinic in
Kelowna.
“That’s so important,” said
Lakeside owner and Doctor of
Audiology Nichole Sorensen.
“Because we are independent
we can offer a variety of different
services and products. We are
able to prescribe and fit different
brands of hearing aids, for
example.”
Over the years as the clinic has
grown, Nichole has cultivated a
team of audiologists that are on
board with her vision of providing
exceptional care to all patients of
Lakeside Hearing.
If you visit Lakeside, you may also
consult with audiologists, Claire
Beldi or Bailey Sinclair.
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The audiologists of Lakeside are
all specialists in their field as
they offer advanced competency
services.
“As our name suggests, we do
diagnostic hearing assessment
and evaluations and provide
recommendations, whether it’s a
hearing aid or a medical referral to
an ear, nose and throat specialist,”
said Dr. Sorensen.
Lakeside also helps people
manage tinnitus (ringing in the
ears).
“Through sound therapy,
cognitive behavioural therapy and
counselling we can reduce the
intensity of tinnitus and reduce
the body’s reaction to it,” she said.
The inner ear is where the body’s
sensors are for balance, so
Lakeside’s audiologists can also

help people with dizziness, vertigo
and unsteadiness.
“We see positive results with
exercise-based rehabilitation and
movement patterns to retrain the
balance system,” she said.
Dr. Sorensen originally became
an audiologist because she loves
helping people and making a
difference in peoples’ lives.
“Growing up with a Dad who
had a stroke which caused him
difficulty speaking and processing
(is what) led me into this career,”
she said.

Dakota, a master degree at
Western Washington University
in Bellingham and a clinical
doctorate at A.T. Still University in
Arizona.
In her spare time, Dr. Sorensen
enjoys the Okanagan lifestyle of
mountain biking, hiking, camping,
boating and sipping wine with
a combination of her husband,
Terry, their two children, Baylee, 17,
and Tanner, 15, and the family dog,
Teala.

She earned her undergraduate
degree in linguistics and
psychology at the University of
Manitoba before taking audiology
at Minot State University in North

FACES OF KELOWNA
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THE FACE OF TECHNOLOGY

“Our goal is to help
our clients take their
business to the next level
by optimizing business
workflows and increasing
capacity through the use
of technology”

David leads a team with
over 90 years combined
experience specializing in
web design, IT solutions
and custom software
development.

Kelowna
Software

This experience across multiple
domains gives him and his
team a unique advantage of
understanding the nuances of
many industries.

DAVID HERRINGTON

I

n an era when technology can
play a pivotal role in a company’s
success, it’s important to choose
the right solution to enable your
business to grow.

“Our goal is to help our clients take
their business to the next level by
optimizing business workflows
and increasing capacity through
the use of technology,” says David.

Keeping on top of these everevolving trends can be a full-time
job.

“This might mean implementing
simpler, easier-to-use and moreefficient software or it could
mean updating some outdated
hardware with the best fit for
them. Each solution is tailored for
that business’ tech needs.”

That’s where David Herrington
comes in.
As the founder and president
of Kelowna Software Ltd., David
leads a team with over 90 years
combined experience specializing
in web design, IT solutions and
custom software development.
Kelowna Software is a one-stop
shop for any business’ tech needs.
This might include providing
a new website and logo;
procuring and setting up new
computers, printers or networking
equipment (i.e. routers, Wifi, VPN,
etc.); Ransomware protection;
data backups; IT security
compliance and custom software
development.

For a new business, it might mean
starting from the ground floor
with a new website and logo.
More established businesses may
recognize bottlenecks in their
systems and need some tech
upgrades to expand their capacity,
thereby taking on more clients
and growing their business. For
large organizations, they may
have an existing system that’s old
and needs new features or a full
redesign.

Kelowna Software has solutions for
an array of companies and their
needs.
For example, for some local
landscapers, Kelowna Software
implemented a maintenance
system that enabled these
businesses to manage, track and
schedule jobs using their existing
website and increase overall
revenue by over 30%.
For a client in the trades,
Kelowna Software custom built
the software they use day-today, allowing them to facilitate
revenue growth from $5M to $19M
annually.
For a client in manufacturing,
David and his team built a new
sales tool which allowed realtime stock information and
order placement, enabling this
manufacturer’s sales to increase
from $9M to $13M in their first year
of using it.

As a direct result of this, the client
had the capital to build a new
warehouse and expand capacity
by 300%.
For these companies, the
foundation for these services
originated decades ago as David
started designing websites during
high school.
Born in Kelowna, but raised in
Kamloops, he took his lifelong
love for technology to Thompson
Rivers University, where he earned
his computer science degree
Following graduation, he spent
the next decade in Kamloops
then Vancouver, learning valuable
entrepreneurial lessons in his
roles with some tech startups
and a large government defense
contractor.
His work transcended many
industries, including aerospace
and defense, manufacturing, oil
and gas, healthcare, engineering
and more.

Outside of work, family is a huge
part of David’s foundation and
their support has been paramount
in Kelowna Software’s success.
He and his wife of 15 years,
Meagan, (who’s also Kelowna
Software’s director of marketing
and social media) have two boys.
Like many business owners, the
rigours of running a company
can mean long hours and many
sacrifices for a family but it’s not all
work and no play.
In addition to volunteering in the
community and coaching his kids’
sports teams, David and his family
enjoy the nearby attractions,
spending summers behind the
boat on the water, and winters on
the slopes.
Whether at work or play, David
consistently seeks learning and
personal growth.
He’s constantly learning about the
latest and greatest and for local
business’ tech needs, that’s a good
thing, and why he is the Face of
Tech.
FACES OF KELOWNA
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THE FACE OF DENTISTRY

DR. MARK HONCE

“There’s nothing easy about having dental
treatments, but there is an art and science to
making it easier to go through...”

DR. MYLES HONCE

Honce Dental Centre
DR. MARK HONCE AND DR. MYLES HONCE

H

once Dental Centre is on the
move.

After over 40 years on Highway 33
in Rutland, the innovative dental
practice is relocating this spring
to the 16th floor of the shiny-andnew Landmark 7 -- Kelowna’s
loftiest office tower at 23 storeys.
“We are incredibly excited about
this new chapter,” said Dr. Mark
Honce.
“We’ve taken the entire westfacing side of this fantastic new
building and will be showcasing
the most progressive and
comfortable setting for our
patients.”
What that means is in addition to
jaw-dropping city and Okanagan
Lake views from the dentist
chair, Honce Dental Centre will
expand its next-generation digital
dentistry.
“I was lucky enough to be involved
in going 100% into digital-based
dental care in the early 2000s,”
says Dr. Mark.

“It’s been my niche for the entire
20 years I’ve been a dentist. But
my father was already pushing
the envelope well before that in
different ways.”
Dr. Mark’s dad is Dr. Myles Honce
and they share the practice.
Dr. Myles was a pioneer in the
Interior, completely digitizing
patient records and using digital
radiography all the way back in
the early 1990s.
Honce Dental Centre has
been making use of lasers
since well before they became
mainstream.
“What I’ve added to this in the
past two decades is utilizing the
cutting-edge tech that allows
things like same-day crown
construction, 3D cone beam
radiography for precise types of
diagnosis and treatments and
5-axis dental milling machines
that are involved in creating the
most accurate dental prosthesis
construction available.”

Both Dr. Honces graduated
from the prestigious Loma Linda
University School of Dentistry in
California, considered one of the
foremost dental programs in North
America since it opened in 1953.
Of course, education and
technology are paramount to
exceptional dentistry.
“But, I know our patients
appreciate how we provide the
actual care,” says Dr. Mark.
“We understand completely that
dental treatments can be stressful,
but there is an art and science to
making it easier to go through.
Being competent and confident
in delivering it is what we pride
ourselves on. It’s as easy as this -we love making the process easier
for you, and frankly, we are really
good at doing that.”

FACES OF KELOWNA
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THE FACE OF STRATA MANAGEMENT

“The work culture we foster is
where we start,” says Jas.
“Our people make everything we
do possible. We hire our people
based on character and attitude.”
In fact, Associa’s management
style is bottom-up, instead of the
traditional top-down.
“We recognize that by
empowering and trusting our
people, they will take ownership
of their daily tasks and will deliver
excellent service to our clients,”
adds Jas.
“This formula is a win-win-win for
our staff, clients and company.”
As a testament to that, staff in
Kelowna, Vancouver and Surrey
voted Associa British Columbia a
Best Workplace in BC two years in
a row.

T

he BC Strata Property Act is
complicated.

That’s why so many strata councils
in Kelowna rely on Associa British
Columbia for its expertise in strata
and property management.

Associa
JAS BOLEN
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THE FACE OF DOG DAYCARE

Delivering this expertise and
service is the team of strata
managers who guide 80 strata
councils in Kelowna.

“Understanding peoples’
common interest on how to look
after and manage their homes
is our company’s main focus,”
says Associa vice-president of
operations Jas Bolen.
“We guide strata councils and
help them set visions so residents
can live within the rules in a
harmonious setting.”

Jas has 30 years experience in the
strata management industry.
She worked at the Surrey office
for five-and-a-half years before
moving to Kelowna to be vicepresident of operations and
continuing to help out the Surrey
and Vancouver teams.
“Simply put, passion and an
interest in the industry makes me
perfect for the job I do,” says Jas.
“I’m in my best element when I
have helped a client or a team
member with a difficult task. I
take pride in my work and aim to
be the best I can, both at work and
home.”

Canine Campus Dog Daycare
and Dog School
TERILYNN MULDERS

C

anine Campus has doubled its
staff from five to 10 over the
past year.

for like-minded groups of dogs
every Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday.

“We’ve welcomed a lot of new
dogs and we want to make sure
they receive the extra care and
attention they deserve,” says
Terilynn Mulders, the owner of
Canine Campus Dog Daycare and
Dog School.

Canine Campus has always prided
itself on being different from other
doggie daycares and dog schools.

“Also we have our new one-on-one
training hikes with dogs where we
take a dog out for an assessment
and then go out again with their
owner to show them how they can
go on fun and successful hikes
themselves in the future.”
Canine Campus also has a
regular three-hour hike it leads

It doesn’t discriminate against
any breeds and accepts dogs of
all sizes, breeds and abilities for
daycare, training and socialization.
A full evaluation with every dog is
done so Canine Campus knows
what play group to introduce
the dog to, be it the small dog,
larger dog, puppy, adult, timid or
rambunctious group.
Any behavioural issues are
addressed right away so the

environment is always safe for
them and other dogs.
Canine Campus is always working
on dogs’ manners and obedience
as they go through their day from
play time to lunchtime to nap
time.
Canine Campus also offers
overnight boarding, but the dogs
don’t stay at the 5,000-square-foot
facility at 2109 Louie Drive in West
Kelowna.
They actually head home with
Terilynn for more fun and a
sleepover.
It’s just another service that makes
Canine Campus unique.
FACES OF KELOWNA
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Gibson Contracting
DARCY GIBSON

A

t Gibson Contracting, every
project is an opportunity
to create a new standard for
collaboration, innovation, and
efficiency.
“Our approach is to not redefine
the construction experience, but
rather build a new standard,” says
president Darcy Gibson.
“Specializing in building custom
homes in the Okanagan Valley,
Gibson Contracting is not your
typical home builder. We have
worked with over 100 families
in the past two decades,
transforming their visions into
beautifully appointed dream
homes that blend elegance and
creativity; while reflecting the
hard work and pride put in by all
members of our team.”
In addition to winning numerous
gold Okanagan Housing Awards
of Excellence, Gibson Contracting
has been honoured as Okanagan
Housing Awards of Excellence
‘builder of the year’ (large and
small volume) twice in the past
four years.

For example, the Kalamalka
Timberframe home was such a
dream for the team at Gibson
Contracting to build.
“As much as we love modern and
transitional homes, being able to
work with such visionary clients to
design this striking timberframe
home was definitely a special
experience,” says Darcy. “This one
of a kind timberframe home sits
across the street from Kalamalka
Lake in beautiful Oyama. Walking
through this home it’s hard to
ignore the fine details from
the custom structural timber
beams to the large windows
positioned perfectly that provide
unobstructed views of the lake.”
MEET THE TEAM
Darcy Gibson,
president
Over the past 12 years, with his
positive attitude and boundless
energy Darcy has grown Gibson
Framing (now Gibson Contracting)
to one of the largest builders of
custom homes in the Okanagan.

“Through thoughtful planning,
innovative design and attention
for detail, our passionate team of
employees, trades, and suppliers
are committed to creating an
unparalleled home building
experience,” says Darcy.

Jenifer Berkhiem,
project development manager

“Our goal is to create homes
that are built to the most
exacting standards with constant
communication and transparency,
resulting in aesthetically striking,
functional homes that suit our
clients.”

Jen now serves as the project
development manager and
oversees the front-end aspect
of the building process, working
with architects, consultants, and
engineers to facilitate a smooth
start to the project.
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Jen joined Gibson Contracting as
the office administrator in May
2013 and then moved up to create
the project coordinator position.

Naleesa Caouette,
controller
Naleesa provides clients with
detailed monthly billings,
maintains all subcontractor
invoices, lenders throughout
construction.
In addition, Naleesa also manages
the business’ marketing and
branding.
Kalib Dressel,
construction manager
Born and raised in Kelowna, Kalib
developed an appreciation at
an early age for home building.
He manages the construction
quality of Gibson’s residential and
commercial projects.
Kalib’s attention to detail and
strong organizational and
communication skills ensure a
seamless build experience for our
clients.
Geoff Wray,
senior project manager
Over the last 14 years, Geoff has
gained hands-on experience in
the construction industry from
sales to project development to
project management.
As the lead project manager at
Gibson Contracting, Geoff controls
the workflow by maintaining
continuity with subcontractors,
architects, engineers and
regulatory agents.
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“Whether the client is a business
owner actively building their
business, is within 5 years of
retirement or is already retired,
success is most often defined
as freedom. Not just freedom of
money, but freedom of time to do
the things you want, freedom of
purpose to pursue your passions
and freedom of relationships to
spend time with your family.”
Gibbings & Associates, which is
licensed under IG Private Wealth
Management, is a team of six
specialists who work out of the
sixth floor of the Landmark 6 office
tower.
Together, they work their
proprietary process, The WiSE
AdvantageTM to produce positive
outcomes in six essential areas
for clients -- business growth and
succession strategy, retirement
optimization, tax minimization,
estate plans to transfer wealth,
wills and protecting your family
from the unexpected.

THE FACE OF PRIVATE WEALTH MANAGEMENT

Gibbings &
Associates
Private Wealth
Management
ROD GIBBINGS
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F

reedom of money.

Freedom of time.
Freedom of purpose.
And freedom of relationships.
This powerful, four-pronged
approach has made Rod Gibbings
of Gibbings & Associates Private
Wealth Management an ahead-ofthe-curve leader in his field.
“Ultimately with high-net-worth
clients and their families, we
talk about the word ‘freedom’,”
says Rod, Executive Financial
Consultant with the firm and a
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER
(CFP).

The team expands to 26 when
outside professionals, such
as lawyers, accountants and
additional estate planners, are
brought in to collaborate on behalf
of a client for the Private Wealth
Planning Experience.

“I’m a key strategist. That’s just
how my brain works,” says Rod.
“That’s why I work well with
a team. It really is a family
practice that brings together
multigenerational client families
and looks after them, not just
financially, but physically and
mentally. That’s what makes our
practice unique.”
Before Rod became a financial
consultant 27 years ago,
he travelled the world as a
professional skier.
“I discovered I was a better coach
than skier and my naturally
strategic mind helped bring about
positive outcomes for myself and
those I coached,” he says.
“I bring that same strategy
to intergenerational financial
planning.”
Rod is married with four children,
aged 16 to 23.
He’s coached almost every sport
imaginable as his kids have grown
up.
Rod is on the board of the YMCA
of Okanagan and Gibbings &
Associates is a big supporter
of the Central Okanagan Food
Bank, Soup Sisters and Kelowna
Women’s Shelter.

“Whether the client is a
business owner actively
building their business, is
within 5 years of retirement
or is already retired, success
is most often defined as
freedom...”

JODY SCHMULAND

F

irst, foremost and always, the
focus at AltaVie Health is on
whole family care.

patient who is pregnant, as well
as women who have recently
given birth.

“We have a very team-based and
collaborative approach,” says owner
and clinic director Jody Schmuland.

“A woman’s body goes through a
lot caring for her baby and our team
offers much needed support during
this special time,” says Jody.

The team at AltaVie is perfectly
positioned to work with mothers
and gestational parents as they
embark on their journey to
parenthood and the days beyond.
Rooted in medical experience and
professional development, the team
at AltaVie has created a space that is
deeply supportive, kind, caring,
and professional.
“Our greatest success is looking at
the patient as a whole person at
any age. It is not uncommon for
many patients who are seen for
pre-or-post natal massage, also
benefit greatly from chiropractic,
naturopathic and nutritional
care, too.”
AltaVie Health is Okanagan’s
top Perinatal & Paediatric clinic
providing support to all members of
the family.
“Our team is honoured to work
collaboratively with other specialists
in our community to ensure
excellent care.”
This includes those who have had
tongue tie correction in and outside
of the community.
AltaVie’s typical patients are those
preparing for preconception, a
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After all, the birth process is an
amazing journey which can be hard
on a baby’s body and spine as well
as mom’s.
What makes AltaVie Health unique
is their offerings of infant care and
all things perinatal from a very
highly educated and trained team
of women.
New moms are also able to bring
their little ones in with them to
chiropractic, massage, naturopath
and dietician appointments. “We
support our Families the best
way we can and our staff is always
available to lend a helping hand,
be it holding a baby for mom to
have an adjustment or even a much
needed massage for self care.”
Their clinic culture is unlike any
other clinic in the Okanagan.
Jody and her family lived overseas
for 13 years before moving to
Kelowna so their two sons could
attend the University of Calgary to
play football and their daughter to
attend as well.
“While we were overseas, I was
exposed to some phenomenal
women-centered clinics who

offered an educated, supportive
and welcoming place for new
moms. This influence became a
passion of mine and the rest of the
team at AltaVie Health.
“After moving to Kelowna, AltaVie
Integrated Family Health was
exactly where I poured my love
of providing a special space for
women during these amazing yet
challenging years. It is an honour
and immense pleasure to work
with our dedicated team and
beautiful patients.”
“Can’t wait for you to come see us!
We welcome any questions and
even offer free 15 minute chats to
ensure we are the right fit for
our family.”
Jody
Schmuland Clinic Director/Owner

Team
Jody Schmuland
(Clinic Director, Owner)
Dr. Amanda Stevens (DC)
Dr. Anna Marie Giearch (DC)
Dr. Devin Welch (DC)
Dr. Susan Frame (ND)
Sandra Thies (RD)
Hilary Krumm (RMT)
Julie Pillion (RMT)
Samantha Biagi (RMT)
Jazmine Pollock (RMT)
Trishy Oliveira (FOA)
Katelyn Zylyk (FOA)

THE FACE OF FAMILY HEALTH

AltaVie Integrated
Family Health

A New View
Nutrition
SAM REMPEL-WRY

L

et’s end the diet cycle mentality.

Let’s celebrate all the beautiful
things we can eat.
Let’s do right by our bodies and
minds.
Let’s all build ourselves ‘A New
View’ of nutrition.

“I want to be your ultimate
wing woman for nutrition.”

This is the innovative platform
Registered Holistic Nutritionist
Sam Rempel-Wry is building her
practice on.
“I want to be your ultimate wing
woman for nutrition,” she said with
a laugh.
“Together we will play to your
strengths and help dissipate your
weaknesses.”
In fact, during your first meeting
with Sam, either face-to-face or
virtually, you likely won’t even
speak about food.
“We’ll talk about what you would
like your diet and life to look like
but then we’ll focus on being
comfortable with yourself and
your choices,” said Sam.

“It’s through self-compassion
and a willingness to make small
habit changes for the long term
that real change can occur.
No crash diets, no quick fixes...”

THE FACE OF NUTRITION
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“It’s through self-compassion and
a willingness to make small habit
changes for the long term that
real change can occur. No crash
diets, no quick fixes. I help clients
get off the diet-roller coaster. It’s
important to see eating healthily
as a way to support the life you
want, not just a means to weight
loss. Weight loss can be healthy
for some, but the rapid way most
people want to achieve it isn’t
sustainable. That’s why I help
clients create long-term healthy
eating habits that fit into their life
so they last.

“What I mean by creating ‘A New
View’ of nutrition is one in which
paying attention to what you eat
isn’t just about weight loss, as too
many people’s minds go to when
they think of eating healthily,
but nourishing your body in a
way that you enjoy and feel good
about, without restriction and the
negative emotions attached to the
diet mentality.”
Of course, all of this is easier said
than done, and Sam knows that.
“Being surrounded by diet-culture
growing up, I developed an eating
disorder by the time I was 12,” she
explained.
“It took me until I was 22 to be
able to shut out the noise and
love myself. I wanted balance and
peace in my relationship with food
and it started with stopping the
diet cycle.”
Over an average of ten sessions
with each client, you and Sam will
work through a multi-pronged
success strategy.
The first step is to stop the
negative self-talk. You nurture
what you love and you should
be at the top of your list. Once
you learn to put yourself first you
are more inclined to eat well,
sleep well, find healthy ways to
reduce stress, and start walking or
exercising, all making you feel your
best, physically and mentally.
The best way to start eating
healthily is to make small changes
to your existing meals.
“Adding is the name of the game.
Slowly add in healthier options
and eventually the foods you want
to eat less of get squished out
of the picture. That’s the theory,

anyway. It does take time to get
there without feeling deprived.”
Although Sam promotes eating
whole foods such as produce,
whole grains, legumes, and lean
proteins, she also advocates for
eating the fun foods you love in
moderation.
“When you strip your diet of all
treats, you’re likely to feel restricted
and that’s when binges happen.
Including small amounts regularly
keeps you in better control of your
food choices.”
Pre-planning meals also goes
a long way to ensuring you can
effortlessly maintain the food
choices you want.
“My favourite way to meal plan
is by making a list of meals for
the week and grocery shop
accordingly. That way I can choose
what meal to make from the list
depending on my mood and time
available that day. Others like to
make more fixed meal plans so
they don’t have to make daily
decisions and that’s great, too.
Finding what works for you is key
to sustainability.”
One thing that Sam wants people
to make a priority in their lives is
conscious mealtimes. Be present,
eat with loved ones, put away all
devices, and just enjoy your food.

Rogers
YJ JABEE, WILBUR TURNER, JENNIFER WILSON,
JASON ALEXANDER AND KEVIN LAW

Rogers has always been inclusive.
But it’s also on a journey to build
an even more inclusive work and
community culture.
For example, Rogers’ Spectrum
is one of the company’s six
employee resource groups that
champion inclusion and diversity.
Spectrum is dedicated to support
any employee who identifies
as lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans,
queer, two-spirt + (LGBTQ2S+) and
their allies to connect, share and
engage.

“I appreciate that
Rogers makes space
for employees to
come together in
the many employee
resource groups
where we are able to
find community and
lift each other up.”
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Spectrum and Rogers’ five other
employee resource groups
(Mosaic, supporting people
of colour, Indigenous Peoples
Network, Rogers AccessAbility
Network, for employees with
visible and invisible disabilities,
RISE for Women and Black
Leadership Council) are all active
in Kelowna.
That’s important because Rogers
is growing in Kelowna with a
$16-million investment to bring
reliable 5G wireless technology
to the Okanagan and the new
Customer Solution Centre on
track to hire 350 employees in the
Landmark 4 building.
Rogers made good on its promise
for more diversity and inclusivity
in its hiring for the Customer
Solution Centre, including

THE FACE OF
INCLUSION

partnering with local communities
like Westbank First Nation.
“I was looking to work for an
organization that fully supported
diversity and inclusion in the
workplace and had a good
reputation as a company,” says
Wilbur Turner, an acting team
manager with Rogers.
“As a gay man, I feel 100%
supported and included. There
are regular safe talk and listening
sessions for LGBTQ2S+ employees
and there are social events that
are engaging and supportive.
The whole culture of the
company supports an inclusive
environment.”
Jennifer Wilson is a team manager
at the new Kelowna Customer
Solution Centre.
“I fit into a few categories of what
would be considered equity
seeking groups,’” she says.
“Even though it is part of who
I am, I’ve never felt the need to
speak out or fight for inclusion.
Inclusion was just always there.
Rogers makes it easy to bring
one’s authentic self to the
workplace.”

“Rogers’ Spectrum creates
inclusion and diversity
commitments where they allow
individuals like myself to bring my
whole self to work,” says Kevin.
“I feel supported by my peers and
team managers.”
YJ Jabee is a senior manager with
Rogers.
“I appreciate that Rogers makes
space for employees to come
together in the many employee
resource groups where we are
able to find community and lift
each other up,” says YJ.
“I have joined many as an ally and
have learned a lot through the
listening sessions and events they
organize.”
Jason Alexander is a customer
solutions specialist with
Fido’s loyalty and leadership
development program.
“Rogers has a very inclusive
culture that allows everyone to be
themselves without judgement or
bias.”

Kevin Law is a Rogers loyalty
specialist.
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Kot Automotive
Group
JOHN KOT AND JORDAN KOT

K

ot Automotive Group is
building for the future -literally and figuratively.
2021 has been an exciting year of
growth for us,” says group owner
and president John Kot.
“We recently opened the doors to
our new Buy Direct Truck Centre
dealership on Cary road, and are
looking forward to moving into
our brand-new Kelowna Hyundai
and Kelowna Genesis dealerships
in June 2022.”
In addition to three new
dealership openings, Kot Auto
Group is also preparing for
renovations at their Victoria
Hyundai and Maple Ridge
Hyundai locations.
“My son, Jordan, 27, who oversees
Kelowna Kia and Buy Direct Truck
Centre is also assisting me with
the new dealership build.”
The new Hyundai and Genesis
dealership is part of Kot
Automotive Group’s three-pillared
approach to success.

The three pillars are an incredible
network of eight dealerships
across BC, a family-driven
philosophy and industry-leading
use of technology.

Janessa McGowan, 25, as finance
director for the entire Kot Auto
group and son-in-law Connor
McGowan, 26, is a senior sales
executive at Kelowna Hyundai.

Family, again, is a literal and
figurative concept.

Son, Logan, 12, you will see on TV
and movie theatre commercials
shouting out the group’s slogan
and mantra: We sell cars!

John, his wife, Trina, and their
three oldest children are all
involved within the business.
However, employees and
customers also become like
family with the group’s happyemployees-means-happycustomers approach.
John is as generous with his
mentorship and coaching with all
employees as he is with his family.
The Kot family is ingrained in
the business with John heading
it up, Trina assists and advises
on employee and customer
experience, son Brandon, 28,
overseeing sales operations and
Victoria Hyundai, son Jordan, 27,
managing Kelowna Kia and Buy
Direct Truck Centre, daughter

By the way, the entire group is
eight dealerships strong with
Hyundai stores in Kelowna,
Victoria and Maple Ridge; Buy
Direct Truck Centre in Kelowna;
Kelowna Kia; Penticton Nissan;
and Genesis in Kelowna and
Victoria. “We’re ahead of the curve
with our use of technology,” says
John.
“The days of waiting for customers
to come into the dealership to buy
a car are over. We are marketing
our cars and services differently.”
So, Kot Automotive Group has
robust websites and social media
platforms to engage with car
buyers that do much of their
research online.

Customers and potential
customers are communicated
with in person, by phone, online,
via text or video message.
If a potential customer checks out
a vehicle, they will receive a short
video from a sales representative
thanking them for considering Kot
Auto, providing more details on
the car and inviting them to the
dealership.
After a vehicle is purchased,
the customer also receives a
personalized thank-you video.
Industry-leading, indeed.

THE FACE OF AUTOMOTIVE
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THE FACE OF CLEAN ENERGY

FortisBC

“There’s no single
optimal path to
a lower carbon
future... We all have
to work together.”

CAROL SUHAN

C

arol Suhan is the manager of
community programs with
local energy provider FortisBC.
Her work is all about climate
action, energy conservation,
customer support and working
together to be a part of the
solution to climate change.
“It’s critical for BC to reduce its
greenhouse gas emissions,” says
Carol.
“And together, FortisBC and
its customers are part of the
solution.”
Carol is a clean energy champion
who supports FortisBC’s many
efforts to reduce emissions
and help customers be more
efficient with their natural gas and
electricity use.
”There’s no single optimal path to
a lower carbon future,” explains
Carol.
“We all have to work together. And
as a natural gas and electricity
provider, FortisBC has a lot of
solutions on how to use both
systems together.”
Before joining FortisBC 13 years
ago, Carol was the waste reduction
manager at the Regional District
of Central Okanagan for 10 years.
“I know garbage well,” says Carol
with a laugh.
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“When organic waste
decomposes, it releases methane.
At FortisBC, we’re capturing and
purifying that methane to create
carbon neutral energy called
Renewable Natural Gas (RNG).”
As FortisBC continues to increase
the amount of RNG in its system, it
also delivers clean hydroelectricity
to its customers in the Okanagan
and Kootenays.
An important step in reducing
greenhouse gas emissions is for
customers to manage their own
energy use, and Carol is part of a
team that runs rebate programs
at FortisBC to help with
exactly that.
In 2020, FortisBC’s rebate
programs helped reduce natural
gas use by the equivalent
of removing just over 21,000
gasoline-fuelled passenger
vehicles off the road for a
year, and helped reduce the same
amount of electricity used by
around 2,400 homes each year.
“But we’re trying to do much more
to achieve a lower carbon future,”
says Carol.
“As a small sample, FortisBC is also
at the forefront with three forward
looking projects.”

Wilden Living Lab
This collaboration between
FortisBC, Blenk Developments,
UBC Okanagan and Okanagan
College is creating an experiential,
net-zero show home at Wilden
that will produce as much
energy as it uses.
This home shows how customers
can use carbon neutral RNG while
enjoying the benefits of a dual fuel
heating system.
“This is a fantastic opportunity to
witness how careful planning can
build efficient homes using
existing equipment,” says Carol.

Osoyoos Indian Band

Burtch Estates

“This is the most successful
community project I’ve been
involved with,” says Carol.

When these 40-year-old
townhouses were planned to
be recladded, FortisBC stepped
in with funding for energy
evaluations, design support and
rebates.

FortisBC worked with the Osoyoos
Indian Band and provided
$700,000 in energy evaluation
support and rebates to make 170
homes more efficient.
Upgrades included improved
doors and windows, insulation and
high-efficiency heating systems.
On average, each home’s energy
bill is now $1,500 to $2,500 lower
per year.

“These townhouses were using
as much energy as larger, singlefamily detached homes,” says
Carol.
“Once complete, their energy use
is expected to be cut in half, plus
they will be more comfortable for
residents.”
FACES OF KELOWNA
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D

r. Neil Fassina hit the ground
running - and he’s enthusiastic
about the path ahead.
“I get to work with an incredible
college that has a special
connection to the community
through its applied learning
programs,” says the new president
of Okanagan College.
“As a leader, a life-long learner, and
a new member of this remarkable
region, it’s incredibly exciting to
have the opportunity to put down
roots with my wife and children (a
daughter, 14, and son, 13) here in
the Okanagan.”
Earlier this year, the search to
replace Jim Hamilton, who had
been president of the college
for 17 years, attracted candidates
from around the world.
In the end, Okanagan College’s
board of governors found the
perfect applicant nearby.
Neil was president of Athabasca
University and was living in
Sturgeon County north of
Edmonton.
“Neil’s commitment to supporting
and empowering learners to be

successful has been clear
and unwavering from the
moment of his arrival,” says board
of governors chair Juliette
Cunningham.
In fact, student support and
success is job No. 1, according to
Neil, who earned his Ph.D. in
organizational behaviour and
human resources management in
2005 from the University of
Toronto.

“Students come to Okanagan
College to transform themselves
and their communities, and
helping them do that is our
mission. They go out into the
world to be knowledge creators
and foster change and inclusion.”
It’s a role the college has played for
nearly 60 years.
“It’s deeply important to us to
continue to work with community
and industry, and be a key
contributor to the social, cultural
and economic fabric of the
region,” says Neil.
Welcome to Kelowna, Neil.

Okanagan College
DR. NEIL FASSINA

THE FACE OF EDUCATION
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THE FACE OF COMMERCIAL INTERIOR DESIGN

“It’s at the top of the list of OC’s
core values,” he says.

Hatch Interior Design
SHANNA MARTIN AND RACHEL CLARIDA

H

atch Interior Design can make
any project look great.

But the key is Hatch combines
those good looks with complete
functionality.
After all, Hatch’s credo is: Because
good design is good business.
“Our focus is on the building
code, accessibility requirements
and ensuring a space helps the
business operate more efficiently,”
says registered interior designer
Shanna Martin, who owns and
operates Hatch with registered
interior designer Rachel Clarida.
“We help our clients strengthen
their brand and stand out against
their competition. The beautiful
aesthetic is the cherry on top of a
well thought out and intentional
design plan.”

Hatch deliberately specializes
in commercial and multi-family
projects.

“We love that interior design uses
both sides of our brains,” says
Rachel.

It’s a purposeful focus because
Hatch loves the design intricacies
and wide range of clients that
commercial design brings.

“We need to be incredibly
technical and high-level creative
and forward thinking to make a
space unique and stand out from
its competition.”

As such, you can see Hatch’s
stunning, and functional, work
throughout the city at commercial
premises like Care Dental in the
completely renovated former East
Side Mario’s location, the boutique
retail and spacious hair studio at
Pomme Salon and the sustainable
headquarters of Pela in the
Okanagan Innovation Centre,
the company that makes the
world’s first biodegradable phone
case and the revolutionary Lomi
countertop composter.

Hatch has so many repeat clients
and referrals because they work
hand-in-hand with them to create
spaces that reflect their brand and
are always proud of in the end.
Hatch does this while also taking
all the stress out of the process
by executing all design and
coordination and dealing with
contractors during construction.
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Lakeshore Vein &
Aesthetics Clinic
DR. JANNA BENTLEY

D

r. Janna Bentley will NOT
make you look like a filtered
Instagram post.
“We really care about keeping a
patient’s natural look,” says the
founder, owner and expert at
Lakeshore Vein & Aesthetics Clinic.
“For instance, restoring someone
to look like a well-rested best
version of themselves, but not
creating a fake, augmented-reality
look. We’re into helping people
look and feel their best. When
you have some quality work done
you will look less saggy, less tired,
less angry and more attractive.
It’s about looking normal and
natural.”
Therefore, Janna’s work is not
about vanity or even beauty, but
simply being the best you can be.
“That motivation should come
from within,” she says.
“If you’re going to have some work
done, do it for yourself, not anyone
else.”
That work could include antiaging injectable fillers, laser skin
treatments, losing that double
chin or CoolSculpting non-surgical
fat treatment.
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Aesthetics is an art and a science
and as a medical doctor with
an eye for what looks good and
natural, Janna delivers the total
package.
As such, she’s not an advocate of
only pumping cheeks and lips full
of filler.
Janna’s a fan of supporting
the face laterally and restoring
structure with the strategic
placement of fillers.
That means fillers farther back in
the face to provide foundation,
volume, lift and a natural look for
the fillers that follow in targeted
areas such as cheeks, lips,
forehead and around the eyes.
Janna balances her practice with
medical varicose vein work.
The latest ultrasound technology
means the good doctor treats
painful and unsightly varicose
veins in the legs without invasive
surgery.
A tiny incision is made to allow
a laser or glue to close problem
veins.

There’s no downtime after the
procedure.
Follow up injections to maintain
vein health also have no
downtime.
“Patient relationships are what I
value most. Connections are the
most rewarding part,” says Janna.
“I see most patients more than
once to help them reach their
goals. The greatest reward is when
patients say ‘thank you’ and tell
me: ‘You’ve changed my life.’”
For instance, Janna tells the
story of a woman who couldn’t
go anywhere without thick
compression stockings.
When asked to be a part
of a friend’s wedding, the
woman hesitated because the
compression stockings would
be in full view in the bridesmaid
dress.
She opted for glue varicose
vein treatment and fulfilled her
bridesmaid duties looking and
feeling fabulous.
All this is why Dr. Janna Bentley is
the ideal Face of Aesthetics.

THE FACE OF AESTHETICS
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Strut Footwear

Jigsaw Clothing Co.

SHANDI SCHWARTZ

S

trut Footwear’s secret
weapon is exceptional
customer service and
relationship building.
“We have such high-quality,
sophisticated and fashionforward footwear that I feel the
shoes can sell themselves,” says
owner Shandi Schwartz.
“But, what keeps women
coming back is the way we
make them feel when they
are here. We help them, we
appreciate them and that sets
us apart.”
That said, the shoes are
sensational.
Dress shoes, dressy boots and
cute, casual supportive shoes
bring together fashion and
comfort.
And the European brands that
Strut stocks makes it Kelowna’s
premier womens’ shoe store
-- Wonders, Hispanitas, Toni
Pons, Bueno, MJUS, Ateliers and
Gadea.
Strut truly is a passion project
for Shandi.

“After 22 years as a high school
counsellor and teacher, I had a
dream to open a shoe store and
I followed it. I really am doing
what I love.”
After Strut opened in 2017,
its typical customer was a
professional, working woman
who needed and wanted
fashionable and comfortable
dress shoes.
However, the quality array
of shoes has also attracted
younger and older women.
Strut is also community-minded
and in keeping with Shandi’s
background in education the
store supports the Central
Okanagan Bursary and
Scholarship Society.
“We ask customers if they want
to round their purchase up to
the nearest dollar,” says Shandi.
“It’s helped us fund 16 $500
COBSS bursaries.”
Strut is in the Mission Park
Shopping Centre or shop online
at StrutFootwear.com.

THE FACE OF FASHION
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“Jigsaw is much more than a clothing store...
We share life stories with our customers -laughter, tears, honest conversations and even
make new friends. It’s pretty magical here.”

TRACY HUTTON

W

alking into Jigsaw Clothing
is like walking into Tracy
Hutton’s closet.

service and honest opinions.
“Jigsaw is much more than a
clothing store,” says Tracy.

Tracy is the owner of Jigsaw
and the store in the cute, little,
character home at 2950 Pandosy
St. is a reflection of her personal
flair.

“We share life stories with our
customers -- laughter, tears,
honest conversations and even
make new friends. It’s pretty
magical here.”

“What sets us apart is the quality
and style of our clothing,” says
Tracy.

Tracy’s had a passion for fashion all
her life.

“We are known for our beautiful
fabrics and unique style. I would
describe it as up-market casual.
Of course, we do ‘occasion’
pieces, but typically it’s stylish and
comfortable clothing you can go
anywhere in, from work to out for
an evening, especially in Kelowna,
where it’s a bit more casual.”
One of the most gracious
compliments Tracy has received is
from a customer who said: “Jigsaw
is a beautifully curated place
where I love to touch the fabric
because clothing has to feel great
on the body.”
Tracy and associates, Wendy and
Ann, give wonderful customer

While her early career was in
advertising and hotel reception
at the Four Seasons, she found
her way to fashion managing a
chain of clothing stores in London,
England called Monsoon.
Princess Diana was a regular
customer.
“She was so beautiful and down to
earth,” says Tracy.
“Fabulous style she had, too.”
Fourteen years ago, after moving
to Kelowna, Tracy saw the
adorable little house at 2950
Pandosy St. was for rent and knew
she just had to open a clothing
store in it called Jigsaw.
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“Partner up with a digital
firm that understands how
critical strategy and creative
development is in digital
marketing...”

NowMedia Group
JENNIFER TAYLOR

efore the age of smartphones,
social media and online
shopping apps, NowMedia
Group Digital Marketing Lead
Jennifer Taylor had a feeling
that the marketing world was
going digital. When others in
the print marketing industry
saw the growth of digital media
as inherently different from
their work, she saw only a world
of new opportunities to grow
her expertise. The question, for
Jennifer, was never whether or
not print was a dying medium.
Instead, she has always been
curious about how different
storytelling mediums—on
screen and off—can work in
conversation with each other to
create something impactful.
As it turns out, this curiosity
served her well as the
consumption of digital media
exploded, leaving a trail of
spinning heads and puzzled
marketing professionals in
its wake. Jennifer remained
grounded, acting as an anchor
for her clients whenever they
needed help keeping up—
whether they wanted to start an
online presence or run a specific
digital campaign.
Flash forward to today and
Jennifer now plays a pivotal role
on the NowMedia Group team,
a collaboration she felt was a
natural fit.
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“I’ve always been impressed by
the calibre of talent at NowMedia
Group,” says Jennifer. “I knew I
could deliver exceptional digital
campaigns working with their
team because they understand
the importance of having a well
mapped out strategy before
deciding on specific tactics.”
And when those strategies and
tactics are developed, it’s with a
holistic approach that prioritizes
making multiple touchpoints
with a client’s target audience.
With the six divisions that make
up NowMedia Group, including
a state-of-the-art print studio,
a professional photo and video
production team and the
NowCities online news and
community platforms, there
really is no better firm to partner
with for a 360-degree approach
to your business objectives.
“NowMedia Group has always
been at the forefront of creating
great content for our clients,”
Jennifer says. “Now, we have
access to best in class solutions to
deliver that content to the right
audience.”
What exactly does she mean by
“best in class solutions?” While
many marketing professionals
turn to a standard list of major
platforms (think Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, Youtube and

“Plus, we meet regularly with
our clients to review their digital
activity’s performance and aren’t
afraid to pivot quickly if goals
aren’t being met.”
This results-oriented attitude is
part of the NowMedia Group’s
core values of transparency,
accountability and integrity that
guide every aspect of their work.

THE FACE OF DIGITAL MARKETING
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to give their campaign the best
possible chance of succeeding.

Google), as the biggest full-service
marketing firm in the BC Interior,
NowMedia Group has access to
and expertise in digital solutions
you may have never heard of.
“Our clients are enjoying great
results with Snapchat ads, Spotify
ads, Pinterest campaigns, TikTok
ads, LinkedIn and OTT [over the
top advertising],” Jennifer says. If
you don’t know what all of those
are or how they work, it might just
be time to give NowMedia Group
a call.
The work NowMedia Group can
do for you is about a lot more than
just crafting social media posts or
building a new website for your
business—it’s about providing you
with the best possible guidance.
Building on decades of experience
and troves of past analytics, their
team can offer the kind of datadriven approach to strategic
marketing that will get you
tangible results.
And if they don’t think they can
deliver those results, they’ll tell you
so. “Before we begin any digital
marketing program with a client,
I make sure that they are ready on
their end,” Jennifer says. “If they
aren’t ready with a strong website,
a decent online reputation, or the
staff in place to accept a higher
volume of inbound calls, we work
with them on those issues first

If you know you need help with
your business’ digital marketing
strategy but aren’t sure where to
start, Jennifer has some advice:
“Partner up with a digital firm that
understands how critical strategy
and creative development is in
digital marketing. Ask a lot of
questions of any digital marketing
company you’re thinking
of working with—ask to see
examples of their work and don’t
be afraid to ask for references.”

“If you have a crisis like a fire or flooding or a break-in, we can have a security guard
there in one to two hours with our express guard service.”

THE FACE OF SECURITY

Hero Security
HARJIT AND KAMALJIT TOORA

H

ero Security’s success is
client retention.

“We still have the two original
clients we had when my wife,
Kamaljit, and I started Hero
Security in 2006,” says co-owner
Harjit Toora with a smile.
“Once we have a client they
tend to be satisfied and tend
not to leave.”
Harjit also lists exceptional
service, fast response times
and being a locally owned-andoperated company as keys to
Hero Security’s success.
“If you have a crisis like a fire or
flooding or a break-in, we can
have a security guard there
in one to two hours with our
express guard service,”
explains Harjit.
“It’s a service no other company in
the Thompson Okanagan has.”
Harjit is hands-on, making his
company even more local and
responsive.
“Our clients don’t have to wait
for decisions to come down
from head office in Vancouver
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or Toronto because Hero is
based here and all decisions
are made locally for fast and
effective service,” says Harjit.
From those two original clients
15 years ago, Hero Security has
grown to have over 100 clients at
any given time and 70 staff.
Heros service offerings have also
grown to include everything
from mobile patrol services
(such as alarm response and
interior and exterior premises
checks), loss prevention,
construction site security and
emergency express service to
apartment complex, special
events and parking and parking
lot security.
Some of Hero Security’s bestknown clients are Kelowna
Minor Hockey, the City of West
Kelowna, Central Okanagan
Regional District, Greyback
Construction and Norson
Construction.

To reduce carbon footprint, our
primary focus is to use electric
vehicles and technology-based
GPS software to monitor our
mobile staff to dispatch them
effectively. Except that our
multiple offices (Kelowna and
West Kelowna) ensures that
resources are available and
used whenever and where
they are needed to reduce
transportation and hence
carbon footprints.
“Our clients receive patrol
reports in the morning with
real time stamps to ensure
the guard has visited their
business on time and correctly
corresponded to the issue.”
Hero Security uses technology
based advanced systems to
ensure the clients get their daily
report in the morning to ensure
them peace of mind.

In the past year, Hero has
doubled its business for
several reasons.
There’s a labour shortage and
companies that can’t hire their
own security guards turn to
Hero; coming out of COVID,
businesses are busier and need
more security; recent fires
and floods have increased the
need for security services; and
vaccine passport checks require
personnel.
Hero’s industry-leading service
and customer satisfaction
has garnered many awards,
including the 2020, 2021 and
2022 Consumer Choice Awards
for business excellence; the 2021
Corporate Vision magazine’s
Canadian Business Awards for
best guard services, best mobile
security and most reliable
security service provider in BC;

and a Quality Business Award
for best security services in
Kelowna. The firm adds this
to a roster of accreditations
like it’s A+ rating from the
Better Business Bureau and
memberships of the Kelowna
Chamber of commerce and
Greater westside Board of Trade.
Hero Security is also community
minded and contributes with
discounted security services
to charities and donates to
Canadian Blood Services,
Crime Stoppers and John
Howard Society.
Thus, as Hero continues to
be conscientiously motivated
by genuine compassion and
innovative technology to protect
the citizens, Hero has become
a vital pillar of the Okanagan
Community.

“Our primary focus is to
reduce carbon footprint while
contributing for the safety of the
community” says Harjit.
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THE FACE OF EXECUTIVE RETREATS

ActionEdge Executive
Development
JARROD STANTON, KEVIN SIMPSON AND THOMAS DALEY

2

022 is the year ActionEdge
Executive Development puts
the Okanagan on the map for
hyper-contextual executive
retreats.
“The demand for safe, in-person,
experiential and impactful
custom retreats for leadership
teams continues to grow and
a major focus of ours this year
is adding the Okanagan as
a major destination setting
alongside our popular mountain
retreats hosted in Canmore
and Banff,” says ActionEdge
managing partner Jarrod
Stanton.

leadership-building activities
at the Hockey Canada Centre
at Predator Ridge Resort near
Vernon, strategic thinking
and execution planning days
at several wineries, and most
recently building a reflection
opportunity on organization
mission, core values, and
story while learning from, and
canoeing, with First Nation
storytellers and guides.

“With us already having an
office in downtown Kelowna,
the increasing requests from
clients for something in the
Okanagan with its incredible
scenery, wineries and activities
- it just makes sense to hi-light
the area as one of our two
destination hubs.”

However, Jarrod sees the
potential for much more, from
paddleboarding and hiking to
biking and wine tastings.
“What ActionEdge is best at
planning, hosting and delivering
is the white-glove-concierge
executive retreats lasting a day
or a whole weekend where
we organize everything from
transportation, accommodation
and meals to activities, learning
and workshops,” he says.

residual impact both on
individual and organizational
progress and objectives.”

contextual grounding and
reinforcement of the central
theme,” says Jarrod.

different companies to hone
their leadership and join peers
from other organizations.

Examples of past executive
retreats hosted and facilitated
by ActionEdge Executive
Development include events
in boxing studios and taking
executives hundreds of meters
beneath the earth in caves for
team-building and leadership
development.

“It’s what we’re best known for
and we are committed that
we will not facilitate a retreat
or custom workshop unless
we believe there will be lasting
impact and significant returns
to both the individuals and
organization.”

“Everything is designed to
align with the core theme,
topic, or current focus of the
organization to create lasting,

“Our strength is infusing
learning, alignment of the
team, planning, and setting
of objectives and goals with
unique activities that provide

“You don’t grow an
organization,” says Jarrod,
“You grow your people and
invest in the resources, events,
and experiences that will
allow them to be challenged,
flourish, and perform all
while increasingly enjoying
themselves, their teammates,
and their career; then they
grow the organization. Those
nodding their heads at that last
statement - those leaders are
our clients.”

ActionEdge has already
tapped the Okanagan for
executive retreats that included

“Our strength is infusing learning,
alignment of the team, planning, and
setting of objectives and goals with unique
activities that provide contextual grounding
and reinforcement of the central theme.”

ActionEdge develops two types
of executive events -- one for
leaders and managers from
a single company for custom
team-building and workshops,
another for executives from
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All this, combined with its
effective branding and people
seeing Border’s bright whiteblue-and-yellow trucks all
over town, means Border is a
well-known and trusted name
in plumbing, heating and
electrical.

JOE AND LYNDA GEROLAMI

Joe and Lynda Gerolami, both
born and raised in Thunder Bay,
were looking to make a change.
Forty years of long cold winters
were enough and with it’s
moderate climate and beauty,
Kelowna fit the bill.
Having owned a service
business they knew that if they
replicated their plan, delivered
good service and took care of
the customer’s needs it would
be a recipe for success.
With their two boys in tow,
they arrived in Kelowna in the
fall of 1998.
Border Plumbing, Heating & Air
officially launched in 2000.
Border is a customerservice company that just
happens to provide services
to the plumbing, heating, air
conditioning and electrical
residential and light
commercial marketplace.
Its focus is service, maintenance
and add-on and replacement
of products related to home
comfort, electrical and
plumbing systems.
“New construction service is
not really of interest because it
would take us away from our
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THE FACE OF PLUMBING AND HEATING

Border Plumbing,
Heating & Electrical

core business of serving our
clients,” says Joe.
Border has always been at the
forefront of innovation.
The company was amongst
the first to offer what is known
as ‘Upfront or Straightforward’
pricing versus the standard
‘time and materials’ pricing
common in Canada.
“Our customers really prefer
this method because they are
in control of the level of service
desired after our initial diagnosis
is performed, we just present
them the options,” says Joe.
“Customers know what the
price will be and not have to
worry about watching the clock
based on the time a technician
is in their home. With our VIP
Gold Protection Plan, customers
receive free service, discounts,
extended warranty protection
and Front of the Line service
where possible.”
Over the years, Border has
received recognition from
community and peers, which
is a testament to the fantastic
team of 40 it has assembled,
delivering great service and
representing the company
each day.

Being named Medium-Sized
Business of the Year for 2014
by the Kelowna Chamber of
Commerce and Contractor of
the Year in 2015 and ranking on
the Growth 500 List in 2018 are
definite highlights for Border.
“Our team members are such
true professionals, from the
initial phone contact right
through to completion of the
call,” says Joe.
“And when a customer gives a
five-star review, it is shared with
everyone. We owe all success
to them, without them there
would be no Border.”
While Border appreciates the
recognition, nothing provides
greater satisfaction than being
able to support the community.
There are many local charities
and organizations that Border
supports, but it is proudest
of its Gift of Heat and Gift of
Hot Water programs whereby
someone in desperate need
is nominated as a candidate
to receive a new furnace and
someone else a new water
heater, installed completely free.
Coming this summer, Border is
also launching the Gift of Cool.

represent the future of
the company.
“We’re pretty unique as we
know our boundaries and have
a genuine respect for
each other,” says Joe.
“They along with our leadership
group will continue to take
Border to new heights and stay
true to our Mission Statement
which is Doing Whatever it
Takes to create Customers
For Life.”

Border truly is a family business
as sons Jamie and Michael work
alongside Joe and Lynda and
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LYNN GALLOWAY, CPA, CGA AND CARMEN LIANG, CPA , CGA

communication and full
service means you’re unlikely
to get a bill that’s higher than
you thought or owe the CRA
(Canada Revenue Agency) more
than we discussed,” says Lynn.
Lynn also has a burgeoning
Indigenous and not-for-profit
practice.

R

HN Chartered Professional
Accountants are incredibly
people-focused.
“I know that may sound
strange because accountants
aren’t known for being people
persons,” said partner Lynn
Galloway.
“But we are much more hands
on with our clients. We ask
them what they need rather
than tell them what they need,
and we always make sure
communication happens ahead
of time, not as an afterthought.”
Such an approach creates longlasting relationships.
In fact, as a small business
specialist, Lynn and her
team help many small
businesses year after year with
a complete suite of services
from bookkeeping, financial
statements, audits, corporate
and personal tax returns to tax
planning, business strategic
planning, estate planning and
consulting services.

Lynn and Carmen Liang work
out of RHN’s Kelowna office in
the Landmark 5 building.
The firm also has offices in
Richmond, Vancouver and
Osoyoos, so expertise can be
pulled from anywhere in the
Province to help clients in all
regions.
By the way, the Osoyoos office
with Cher Wood focuses on
helping wineries, grape growers
and other agricultural clients.

Lynn started as an intern
student at the original RHN
office in Richmond before
convincing the firm it needed
a location in Kelowna upon her
move to the Okanagan in 2004.
Carmen joined Lynn in 2011 and
together they were the only staff
in Kelowna.
Now the Kelowna office has
expanded to seven more staff.
Outside the office, both women
can be found spending quality
time with their families.
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RHN Chartered
Professional Accountants

“...We are much more hands on with our clients. We ask them what they need
rather than tell them what they need, and we always make sure communication
happens ahead of time, not as an afterthought.”

Lynn says it’s all about hanging
out with her husband, their kids
and grandchildren and their
needy French bulldog.
Carmen, her husband and their
8-year-old daughter like to hike
and ski at Big White.

In addition to being a small
business accountant, Carmen
also manages the accounting
staff in Kelowna.
“We care about people, our
clients and our staff alike,” she
says.
“When you focus on client
services, it helps the small
business owner and their
business thrive. As the
accounting staff manager,
I mentor the CPA students
through to their designation
and beyond. I’m passionate
about helping clients and staff.”

“No one likes surprises, and
our system of consistent
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TAYLOR WHELAN

“But even if we didn’t do it for
the environment, we would do
it for the higher quality wine. In
fact, the wine from CedarCreek
has never been better.”
That brings us to the new
Aspect Collection of Wines and
the Aspect Wine Club.

F

or the first time ever, the
entire grape harvest at
CedarCreek Estate Winery in
2021 was organic.
That means every bottle of
2021 vintage wine will also be
organic.
“I’m 100% sold on organic,” says
CedarCreek winemaker Taylor
Whelan.
“There’s no way I would ever
go back to traditional grape
growing and winemaking.”
Taylor breaks organic into two
camps.
First is the land stewardship
of eliminating pesticides,
herbicides and chemical
fertilizer and bolstering the soil
naturally (hello, CedarCreek
Scottish Highland cattle and
chickens) so the land is left
better than when winery
operations started.
CedarCreek has 175 acres of
vineyards at its Home Blocks
surrounding the winery on
Lakeshore Road as well as in
East Kelowna and the South
Okanagan.
The second major benefit of
going organic is quality results
from stronger vines and more
concentrated flavours in grapes
that are perfect for winemaking.

“There was no holding back with
the Aspect wines,” says Taylor.
“We’ve taken all the time and
attention and spent as much
money as we had to to make
the best wines possible.”
The wines showcase the
grapes from CedarCreek’s oldvines Home Block vineyards,
unique due to their glacial till
soils, proximity to Okanagan
Lake and cooler summers
and warmer winters because
of a northwest aspect, the
namesake for the collection and
club.
The club is free to join and four
times a year $350 worth of wine
is delivered to you.
Membership also means
complimentary and exclusive
tastings and events and luxury
experiences at the new Aspect
Club hospitality area.
For now, the Aspect Collection
includes four wines -- Block 2
Pinot Noir, Block 4 Pinot Noir,
Block 5 Chardonnay and Block 3
Riesling.
Taylor is also at work on some
other extremely limited
wines that will be available to
members only.

Taylor also wrote the proposals
that led to the creation of two
additional sub-appellations
under the Okanagan
appellation.
South Kelowna Slopes includes
the vineyards and wineries
(CedarCreek, Summerhill
Pyramid, St. Hubertus, Oak Bay
and Burnt Timber) overlooking
Okanagan Lake from Chute
Lake to Okanagan Mountain
Park.
Again, the northwest aspect
of the vineyards, glacial till
soils and lake effect of cooler
summers and warmer winters
results in grapes that craft
wines with fresh, bright acidity,
awesome concentrated flavours
and structured tannins.

THE FACE OF WINEMAKING

CedarCreek Estate Winery

“It’s a complicated explanation,”
says Taylor.

East Kelowna Slopes includes
the vineyards (some of which
are CedarCreek’s) and 16
wineries (including Tantalus,
Kitsch, Vibrant Vine and
SpearHead) along the East
Kelowna Escarpment that
produce distinctive cool-climate
wines from the clay, gravel and
sand soils of Mission Creek’s
outwash fan.

“I’m 100% sold
on organic...
There’s no
way I would
ever go back
to traditional
grape
growing and
winemaking.”
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